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Spectrum Math Flash Card Box Set
Spectrum Math Flash Card Box Set6 Sets of 54 Flash
CardsSpectrum
The Spectrum Early Learning Flash Cards Box Set
provides children with a full-range of early learning
practice. This sturdy storage box contains six decks
organized by tabs for quick and easy access. The cards
also feature answers on the back so children can check
their answers * 324 two-sided cards per box * Includes
Alphabet, Colors & Shapes, First Words, Numbers,
Phonics, and Sight Words * Labeled dividers for quick
and easy access * Convenient and sturdy storage box
Spectrum Math for grade 1 keeps kids at the top of their
math game using progressive practice, math in everyday
settings, and tests to monitor progress. The math
workbook covers addition, subtraction, composing
shapes, comparing numbers, and taking measurements.
--A best-selling series for well over 15 years, Spectrum
still leads the way because it works. It works for parents
who want to give their child a leg up in math. It works for
teachers who want their students to meetÑand
surpassÑlearning goals. And it works to help children
build confidence and advance their skills. No matter what
subject or grade, Spectrum provides thorough practice
and focused instruction to support student success.
Spectrum Math for grade 5 keeps kids at the top of their
math game using progressive practice, math in everyday
settings, and tests to monitor progress. The math
workbook covers fractions, decimals, multiplication,
division, and preparing for algebra. --A best-selling series
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for well over 15 years, Spectrum still leads the way
because it works. It works for parents who want to give
their child a leg up in math. It works for teachers who
want their students to meetÑand surpassÑlearning
goals. And it works to help children build confidence and
advance their skills. No matter what subject or grade,
Spectrum provides thorough practice and focused
instruction to support student success.
Help students get a firm grasp of time and money
concepts while having fun! Each booklet offers plenty of
math practice, and includes enrichment activities for
parents and children.
Help fourth grade students master Common Core skills
such as determining a story's theme, using prepositional
phrases, understanding fractions, and more with
Common Core Language Arts and Math Spectrum
workbooks. Take the mystery out of the Common Core
with these unique and timely Spectrum 128-page
workbooks. These information-packed resources for
kindergarten through grade 6 provide an overview of the
standards for each grade level along with practice
activities for school success. Includes explicit references
to the standards on each practice page that will let
parents know that activities provide direct support for
skills being taught at school.
New to the Spectrum(R) series, Multiplication, is a skillspecific math resource designed to completely support
and challenge third graders in multiplication. This
96-page book goes into greater depth about
multiplication and provides a wide range of examples,
practice problems, and assessments to measure
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progress. The best–selling Spectrum(R) series now
provides students with focused practice based on the
essential skills they need to master for Common Core
success. With explicit skill instruction, step-by-step
examples, and ample practice, as well as assessment
tools for progress monitoring, students are provided
everything they need to master specific math skills.
Skill–specific Spectrum books are the perfect
supplement for home or school.
Spectrum Math for grade 4 keeps kids at the top of their
math game using progressive practice, math in everyday
settings, and tests to monitor progress. The math
workbook covers multiplication, division, fractions,
geometric figures, and preparing for algebra. A bestselling series for well over 15 years, Spectrum still leads
the way because it works. It works for parents who want
to give their child a leg up in math. It works for teachers
who want their students to meet—and surpass—learning
goals. And it works to help children build confidence and
advance their skills. No matter what subject or grade,
Spectrum provides thorough practice and focused
instruction to support student success.
Spectrum Language Arts and Math: Common Core
Edition for Grade 1 helps parents understand Common
Core standards and helps students master essential
Common Core skills. Engaging practice pages and
sturdy flash cards help students with long vowels,
sentences, vocabulary, place value, telling time, and
more. Spectrum Language Arts and Math: Common
Core Edition helps take the mystery out of current
academic standards for busy parents. This unique
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resource for kindergarten to grade 5 provides easy-tounderstand overviews of Common Core learning
standards for each grade level. Each title includes more
than 100 skill-building practice pages and more than 100
sturdy cut-apart flash cards. The handy cards make it
easy to review important skills quickly at home or on the
go. You will find all of the focused, standards-based
practice your child needs to succeed at school this year.
Spectrum Math for grade 7 keeps kids at the top of their
math game using progressive practice, math in everyday
settings, and tests to monitor progress. The math
workbook covers algebra, geometry, statistics,
proportions, ratios, and more. A best-selling series for
well over 15 years, Spectrum still leads the way because
it works. It works for parents who want to give their child
a leg up in math. It works for teachers who want their
students to meet—and surpass—learning goals. And it
works to help children build confidence and advance
their skills. No matter what subject or grade, Spectrum
provides thorough practice and focused instruction to
support student success.
An engineering professor who started out doing poorly in
mathematical and technical subjects in school offers
tools, tips and techniques to learning the creative and
analytical thought processes that will lead to
achievement in math and science. Original.
Don't let word problems scare you because math can
never be that scary! The purpose of this workbook is to
get a child comfortable in solving math problems. By
being comfortable enough to face them, a child would be
able to better absorb and retain information. So what are
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you waiting for? Grab a copy of this book today!
Little x, y, and z all have adventures with items beginning
with their respective letter's sound, such as x-rays,
yellow yo-yos, and zippy zebras at the zoo. Additional
features to aid comprehension include rebus icons for
word recognition, a word list for review, activities for
further learning, a note to parents and educators, and an
introduction to the author and illustrator.
Brighter Child(R) Math Flash Cards provide children with
a full-range of math practice. This sturdy storage box
contains six decks organized by tabs for quick and easy
access. The decks include addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, fractions, and time and money.
The cards also feature answers on the back so children
can check their answers.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general
encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to
use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key,
a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research
skills, and comprehensive index"-Spectrum Math Flash Cards Box Set provides children
with a full-range of math practice. This set contains 6
decks (Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division,
Fractions, and Time and Money) which are organized by
tabs for quick and easy access. The answers are
featured on the back of each card so children can check
their answers. The set includes 324 two-sided cards total
and comes with a convenient, sturdy storage box.
--Today, more than ever, students need to be equipped
with the essential skills they need for school
achievement and for success on proficiency tests. The
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Spectrum series has been designed to prepare students
with these skills and to enhance student achievement.
Developed by experts in the field of education, each title
in the Spectrum workbook series offers gradeappropriate instruction and reinforcement in an effective
sequence for learning success. Perfect for use at home
or in school, and a favorite of parents, homeschoolers,
and teachers worldwide, Spectrum is the learning partner
students need for complete achievement.
A comprehensive introduction to the tools, techniques and
applications of convex optimization.
Make learning fun with flash cards and the Alphaprints! These
wipe-clean flash cards are a great way to encourage your
child to practice writing. Children will enjoy learning to write
their letters with this pack of 26 double-sided Alphaprint flash
cards, packaged neatly in a box with a dry-wipe pen. Each
letter can be traced and copied to allow children to master
letter formation, as well as improving their pen control and
writing skills. The sturdy cards wipe clean so that each one
can be completed, wiped away, and repeated, for hours of
early-learning Alphaprints fun!
Spectrum Math for grade 6 keeps kids at the top of their math
game using progressive practice, math in everyday settings,
and tests to monitor progress. The math workbook covers
multiplying and dividing decimals and fractions, complex
measurements, and beginning algebra. --A best-selling series
for well over 15 years, Spectrum still leads the way because it
works. It works for parents who want to give their child a leg
up in math. It works for teachers who want their students to
meetÑand surpassÑlearning goals. And it works to help
children build confidence and advance their skills. No matter
what subject or grade, Spectrum provides thorough practice
and focused instruction to support student success.
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Spectrum Writing creates student interest and sparks writing
creativity! The lessons, perfect for students in grade 2,
strengthen writing skills by focusing on outlining, point of
view, fact versus opinion, cause and effect, and more! Each
book provides a
"... a curriculum geared toward helping students gain skills in
consciously regulating their actions, which in turn leads to
increased control and problem solving abilities. Using a
cognitive behavior approach, the curriculum's learning
activities are designed to help students recognize when they
are in different states called "zones," with each of four zones
represented by a different color. In the activities, students
also learn how to use strategies or tools to stay in a zone or
move from one to another. Students explore calming
techniques, cognitive strategies, and sensory supports so
they will have a toolbox of methods to use to move between
zones. To deepen students' understanding of how to selfregulate, the lessons set out to teach students these skills:
how to read others' facial expressions and recognize a
broader range of emotions, perspective about how others see
and react to their behavior, insight into events that trigger
their less regulated states, and when and how to use tools
and problem solving skills. The curriculum's learning activities
are presented in 18 lessons. To reinforce the concepts being
taught, each lesson includes probing questions to discuss
and instructions for one or more learning activities. Many
lessons offer extension activities and ways to adapt the
activity for individual student needs. The curriculum also
includes worksheets, other handouts, and visuals to display
and share. These can be photocopied from this book or
printed from the accompanying CD."--Publisher's website.
Spectrum Math for grade 8 keeps kids at the top of their math
game using progressive practice, math in everyday settings,
and tests to monitor progress. The math workbook covers
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rational and irrational numbers, solving equations, and
interpreting statistical data. A best-selling series for well over
15 years, Spectrum still leads the way because it works. It
works for parents who want to give their child a leg up in
math. It works for teachers who want their students to
meet—and surpass—learning goals. And it works to help
children build confidence and advance their skills. No matter
what subject or grade, Spectrum provides thorough practice
and focused instruction to support student success.
Give your soon-to-be first grader a head start on their
upcoming school year with Summer Bridge Activities:
Bridging Grades K-1. With daily, 15-minute exercises kids can
review rhyming and counting and learn new skills like telling
time and writing complete sentences. This workbook series
prevents summer learning loss and paves the way to a
successful new school year. --And this is no average
workbookÑSummer Bridge Activities keeps the fun and the
sun in summer break! Designed to prevent a summer learning
gap and keep kids mentally and physically active, the handson exercises can be done anywhere. These standards-based
activities help kids set goals, develop character, practice
fitness, and explore the outdoors. With 12 weeks of creative
learning, Summer Bridge Activities keeps skills sharp all
summer long!
Spectrum Sight Words helps young learners master highfrequency words! The lessons, perfect for students in grade
1, strengthen word recognition skills using Fry's Instant Sight
Words List, cloze activities, sentence strips, word flashcards,
and more! Each book introduces, reinforces, and reviews
instant recognition of the 300 highest-frequency words in the
English language. They are also aligned to national and state
standards and include a complete answer key. Today, more
than ever, students need to be equipped with the essential
skills they need for school achievement and for success on
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proficiency tests. The Spectrum series has been designed to
prepare students with these skills and to enhance student
achievement. Developed by experts in the field of education,
each title in the Spectrum workbook series offers gradeappropriate instruction and reinforcement in an effective
sequence for learning success. Perfect for use at home or in
school, and a favorite of parents, homeschoolers, and
teachers worldwide, Spectrum is the learning partner students
need for complete achievement.
Spectrum(R) Language Arts and Math: Common Core Edition
for --Grade 1 helps parents understand Common Core
standards and helps students master essential Common Core
skills. Engaging practice pages and sturdy flash cards help
students with long vowels, sentences, vocabulary, place
value, telling time, and more. --Spectrum(R) Language Arts
and Math: Common Core Edition helps take the mystery out
of current academic standards for busy parents. --This unique
resource for kindergarten to grade 5 provides easy-tounderstand overviews of Common Core learning standards
for each grade level. Each title includes more than 100 skillbuilding practice pages and more than 100 sturdy cut-apart
flash cards. The handy cards make it easy to review
important skills quickly at home or on the go. You will find all
of the focused, standards-based practice your child needs to
succeed at school this year.
Reading can be overwhelming for young learners—ease into
the process by introducing common words first. The
standards-based Spectrum Sight Words for kindergarten
helps children recognize and write 300 high-frequency words
through sentence strips, activities, and flash cards. Spectrum
Sight Words provides the practice your child needs to meet
and exceed early reading expectations. This best-selling
series is a favorite of parents and teachers because it is
carefully designed to be both effective and engaging—the
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perfect building blocks for a lifetime of learning.
Take an active role in your child’s education by providing a
strong learning foundation for the school years ahead with
Spectrum Learn with Me: Math Basics. This invaluable activity
book prepares children in all skill areas required for school
success, and allows you to teach the math basics of counting,
patterns, shapes, sorting, and matching. It features 80 pages
of activities with easy instructions, hints, and tips.
GRADE 2: Spectrum Hands-On Math offers multi-sensory
strategies for learning math standards, including addition,
subtraction, beginning multiplication and division, place value,
measurement, fractions, and shapes. INCLUDES: This
96-page kit-in-a-book includes 100+ cut-apart math
manipulatives, 4 dry erase panels, 1 dry-erase pen, and
storage pouch. PARENT-FRIENDLY: A Closer Look feature
is included that offers tips for parents to help their child learn
math in today’s classroom and get ready for third grade.
WHY USE SPECTRUM:This hands-on resource features the
academic rigor of the teacher-recommended Spectrum®
brand, but with a user-friendly layout and easy-to-follow
instructions perfect for young students.
Sylvan Learning is the premier provider of tutoring services
for grades pre-K to 12 in North America. With over 850
locations in the United States and Canada, Sylvan provides
individualized tutoring services, both in centers and online, in
subjects including math, language arts, writing, study skills,
and more.
Little e has an adventure with items beginning with his letter's
sound, such as eggs, elves, and an elephant. Additional
features to aid comprehension include rebus icons for word
recognition, a word list for review, activities for further
learning, a note to parents and educators, and an introduction
to the author and illustrator.
Spectrum(R) Language Arts and Math: Common Core Edition
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for Grade 5 helps parents understand Common Core
standards and helps students master essential Common Core
skills. Engaging practice pages and sturdy flash cards help
students with metaphors, prepositions, mixed numbers,
volume, and more. --Spectrum(R) Language Arts and Math:
Common Core Edition helps take the mystery out of current
academic standards for busy parents. This unique resource
for kindergarten to grade 5 provides easy-to-understand
overviews of Common Core learning standards for each
grade level. Each title includes more than 100 skill-building
practice pages and more than 100 sturdy cut-apart flash
cards. The handy cards make it easy to review important
skills quickly at home or on the go. You will find all of the
focused, standards-based practice your child needs to
succeed at school this year.
Workbook Features: • Ages 12-14, Grades 7-8 • 160 pages,
about 8 inches x 10 1?2 inches • Reading, writing, math,
science, social studies, and more • Includes fun fitness
activities • Flash cards, completion certificate, and answer
key included Hands-On Summer Learning: Summer Bridge
Activities Workbook helps seventh—eighth graders keep their
skills sharp during the summer months to prevent summer
learning loss through fun practice pages and activities,
engaging fitness activities, and more. What’s Included: This
book covers all subjects, focusing on grammar, reading
comprehension, graphing, dictionary skills, geometry, social
studies, science experiments, fitness activities, and more.
Includes flash cards and a completion certificate. How It
Works: Each page is numbered by day so kids and parents
can track progress and reach monthly learning goals. Each
activity features clear, step-by-step instructions and practice
pages to help sharpen students' skills for the school year
ahead. Just 15 Minutes A Day: Two months of learning loss
occurs during the summer, with the highest losses being in
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math and spelling. This activity book is designed to prevent
summer learning loss in just 15 minutes per day through
hands-on activities. Why Summer Bridge: Award-winning
Summer Bridge Activities® engage children's creativity and
learning potential and keep kids mentally and physically
active to prevent summer learning loss and pave the way for
a successful new school year ahead.
Give your soon-to-be second grader a head start on their
upcoming school year with Summer Bridge Activities:
Bridging Grades 1-2. With daily, 15-minute exercises kids can
review two-digit place value and verb tenses and learn new
skills like measurement and compound words. This workbook
series prevents summer learning loss and paves the way to a
successful new school year. --And this is no average
workbookÑSummer Bridge Activities keeps the fun and the
sun in summer break! Designed to prevent a summer learning
gap and keep kids mentally and physically active, the handson exercises can be done anywhere. These standards-based
activities help kids set goals, develop character, practice
fitness, and explore the outdoors. With 12 weeks of creative
learning, Summer Bridge Activities keeps skills sharp all
summer long!
Spectrum (R) Word Problems for grade 2, includes focused
practice for essential math skills. --Skills include: --*Real
world applications --*Multi-step word problems --*Adding,
subtracting, reading, and writing numbers up to 100
--*Measuring lengths and plotting graphs --*Time and money
--*Recognizing and drawing shapes --Spectrum(R) Word
Problems workbooks supplement classroom work and
proficiency test preparation. The workbooks provide
examples of how the math skills students learn in school
apply to everyday life with challenging, multi-step word
problems. It features practice with word problems that are an
essential part of the Common Core State Standards, making
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it a perfect supplement at home or school.
These brand new flashcards provide plenty of practice with
problem solving and key math concepts and are designed to
help children catch up, keep up, and get ahead--and best of
all, to have fun doing it! The box contains 230 flashcards with
instructional content and colorful visuals, plus 10 blank cards
that children can customize themselves with topics they need
to review.
This engaging, informative booknow in its second
editionprovides both the knowledge you need to understand
students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and the
strategies you need to help them learn."
The Common core state standards for mathematics are a set
of expectations and skills that students need to master to
succeed in college and the real world. BarCharts' Math
Common core series aligns with those specific standards to
help guide students through their classes. Each guide in the
series features real-world problems and examples,
illustrations, and tables to help students retain information.
Spectrum Math for grade 3 keeps kids at the top of their math
game using progressive practice, math in everyday settings,
and tests to monitor progress. The math workbook covers
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, and
presenting data. A best-selling series for well over 15 years,
Spectrum still leads the way because it works. It works for
parents who want to give their child a leg up in math. It works
for teachers who want their students to meet—and
surpass—learning goals. And it works to help children build
confidence and advance their skills. No matter what subject
or grade, Spectrum provides thorough practice and focused
instruction to support student success.
Present 12 weeks worth of activities intended to prepare
children for fourth grade and the Common Core State
Standards, with focus on reading comprehension, addition
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and subtraction, social studies, easy science experiments,
outdoor extension activities, grammar, multiplication and
division, character development and fitness activities.
Rev. ed. of: Foundations of psychiatric mental health nursing
/ [edited by] Elizabeth M. Varcarolis, Margaret Jordan Halter.
6th ed. c2010.
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